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A

church singles ski retreat held at cascade mountain on valentine’s

The wedding took place at the
fairmont chateau lake louise.

Jaimie Rankin provided hair
and makeup styling
services for the bride.
Amy’s fur stole was
custom-made by fabbri
furs and she wore white
gloves from nordstrom.

weekend in

2013

fortuitously brought both amy reavy and brian

lablonde together. although the chicago-based pair had both attended

the same church, neither had met before until they literally crossed paths while
skiing the spectacular slopes near the snow-covered Wisconsin Dells. Not expecting
to meet anyone, Amy was initially quite flustered, but Brian was committed to
introducing himself and his persistence paid off. The two spent the rest of the day
together in the snow and ended the day with hot chocolate by the fireplace—neither
of them could have imagined a more romantic moment. On September 1, 2013, after
a whirlwind courtship, Brian brought Amy to his childhood chapel and asked her
to be his wife. Without any hesitation, she agreed.

The couple were married on December 21, 2015, in a winter-wonderland themed
celebration. Looking to recreate the snowy day on which they met, Amy and Brian
enlisted Julianne Young of julianne young weddings, who provided full-service
planning and decor design services, as well as Lyn Chapman of flower artistry,
who provided the floral designs, for the “Winter Dream” wedding.
Amy and Brian designed their invitations through indian wedding card, which
featured a navy blue velvet scroll presented inside a matching box that was stamped
with a wax seal of their family crest. The inserts and box were printed on a silver
pearlescent card stock with navy font and design that matched the scroll.

Brian wore a Tommy
Hilfiger suit and
accessorized with a shirt,
bow tie, and suspenders
from brooks brothers.
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The Victoria Ballroom at the
fairmont chateau lake louise
served as the setting for the
couple’s ceremony. With its
sweeping views of the magnificent
Canadian Rockies, the scene
reminded Amy and Brian of the
moment they first met and was the
perfect place for them to begin
the rest of their journey together.

The aisle runner was personalized
with the couple’s family crest,
designed by original runner
company and installed by
julianne young weddings.

Photo by: Ikonica

WHITE WINTER
WONDERLAND

After the ceremony, guests convened in the blue-lit
Sunroom for the reception. Snowflake texture
uplighting provided by pez productions added
another dimension to the winter-like environment.
Tall crystal vases filled with round floral
arrangements and surrrounded by floral boxed
bases decorated all of the dining tables. The charger
plates and crystal candle votives were from special
event rentals banff. Delicately embroidered
white lace table linens from celebration
creations added the slightest hint of sparkle,
which gave the impression of freshly fallen snow.
In the spirit of the holiday season, guests went home
with personalized bride and groom Christmas
ornaments from lenox, meticulously gift wrapped
in silver wrapping paper and tied with silk ribbon.

Deborah Nyack
of harp angel,
performed while
the couple
exchanged vows.
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Luxe, white fur covers
from wildflower linen
accented the top of
every chair.

Amy carried a cascading, winter-inspired bouquet
designed by flower artistry, composed of roses,
lisianthus, orchids, lilacs, and silver brunia berries.
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plush invitations
designed the day-of
stationery, including the
place cards and menus.

Photo by: Ikonica

The cake was designed
by the Executive Pastry
Chef of the fairmont
chateau lake louise.

On her wedding day, Amy wore a silk Stephen Yearick long-sleeved ball gown with a matching
cathedral veil from nancy’s bridal. The sheer sleeves featured delicate embroidery and crystal
beading mimicking a snowflake design.
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The fairmont chateau lake louise catered the
couple’s reception and even served the same salmon
dish that was once served to the Queen of England!
Six signature cocktails, all inspired by the winter
theme, were served during dinner, including white
chocolate martinis with a peppermint candy and
marshmallow rim garnish, and “winter wonderland”
martinis with a coconut rim and cookie crumble
garnish. The newlyweds toasted to their future with
prosecco served in champagne flutes carved out of
ice from frozen memories.
pez productions provided the DJ entertainment
for the reception, lighting and AV services, as well as
the snow machine, and parfait productions was
on hand to capture the day on video for the couple.
Recreating the moment they first met brought the
couple the greatest joy that day, and there was no
better way to send the night off than with one final
dance, which also happened to be Amy’s favourite
moment—complete with falling artificial snow.

ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER

Edward Ross Photography

The Art of Storytelling. Let your wedding story unfold
through the lens of award-winning photographer
Edward Ross. With 20 years of experience in wedding
photography, Ross is known for his eye for fashion and
sophisticated lighting, all while keeping the focus on the
emotions and moments of your day. Moments and style
are captured artfully in a fun and engaging way.
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403.371.9996

ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER

Ikonica

T.H. Jackson Huang, Ikonica; In 2001 Jackson was
awarded a doctorate from the University of Toronto
for his research in Alzheimer’s disease; but, rather
than continuing on to a career in science, he chose
to follow a different path and yield to the power
that the photographic image held over him. Since
then, his work has received many accolades and
awards including the CEIA Best Wedding 2001
and 2002, and Applied Arts Photography and
Illustration Annual 2006: Fashion and Beauty.
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